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EUROCALL 2014
Friday, August 9th

MALL SIG Board representatives:

Mª Dolores Castrillo
mcastrillo@flog.uned.es
ATLAS (UNED)

Antonio Pareja-Lora
apareja@sip.ucm.es
UCM / ATLAS (UNED)
Programme

17:15:
- Welcome to the meeting
- Brief presentation of the SIG

17:25:
- Report on latest SIG activity

17:30:
- Self introduction of attendants:
  - Current research work,
  - Projects,
  - Collaboration interests
  - Future plans

17:45:
- Future common directions
- Concluding remarks
Objectives of the EUROCALL MALL SIG

Gather information of members of the SIG
- Work in progress, projects, apps and related products
- Publications
- Courses, seminars, congresses, etc.

Disseminate information

Promote (online) academic debate about MALL
- Via LinkedIn: [http://www.linkedin.com/groups/EUROCALL-MALL-SIG-http-atlasunedes-6520472](http://www.linkedin.com/groups/EUROCALL-MALL-SIG-http-atlasunedes-6520472)

Organize periodical workshops and symposia
- Goal: exchanging experiences and ideas

Promote joint research and academic projects
- Encourage teaching and/or research visits and exchanges
- Support developing collaboration
- Develop jointly funded projects.
What are the activities of this SIG?

- Coordinate a LinkedIn group on MALL.
- Host and maintain the MALL SIG wiki.
- Share information with other SIG members on recent developments in MALL.
- Organize workshops and/or symposia about MALL at EUROCALL conferences and similar events.
- Coordinate specialized publications in the field of MALL.
- Maintain a key bibliography on MALL (work in progress).
- Provide an updated list of apps for MALL on different devices and operating systems (work in progress).
- Coordinate regional workshops in members' home institutions that enable members to disseminate EUROCALL's MALL work.
- Establish links with other organizations and SIGs working in related areas.
People of this SIG

Chair:
- Elena Bárcena (mbarcena@flog.uned.es)

Secretary:
- Jorge Arús (jarus@filol.ucm.es)

Coordinator:
- Timothy Read (tread@lsi.uned.es)

- As well as other 30+ members ...
- More information can be found in our wiki: http://atlas.uned.es/mediawiki/index.php/EUROCALL_MALL_SIG
Last year’s activities

- 2nd MALL SIG meeting @ TISLID’14
- The EUROCALL MALL SIG Wiki
- The EUROCALL MALL SIG LinkedIn group
Last year’s activities (1):
The EUROCALL MALL SIG wiki

URL: http://atlas.uned.es/mediawiki/index.php/EUROCALL_MALL_SIG
Last year’s activities (2):
EUROCALL MALL SIG in LinkedIn

3rd EUROCALL MALL SIG meeting; Thursday 21 August, in Groningen, the Netherlands (within EUROCALL 2014)

Jorge Arús-Hita

We are pleased to announce the 3rd EUROCALL MALL SIG Meeting to be held at the University of Groningen. This 45-minute meeting, open to all EUROCALL members, will provide an opportunity ...
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Ana Gimeno-Sanz, Noa Talaván and 2 others like this

See all 5 comments

Joshua Underwood Looking forward to the meeting and some more informal opportunities to get together :-) 1 month ago

Antonio Pareja See you all there! 1 month ago

Elena Barcena We'd like to encourage you to send pecha-kuchas so that we can get to know one another. That should help us figure out opportunities of ... 1 month ago

URL:
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/EUROCALL-MALL-SIG-http-atlasunedes-6520472
Last year’s activities (3):  
2nd MALL SIG meeting @ TISLID’14

2nd MALL SIG meeting @ TISLID’14

• 2 Invited talks:
  • Prof. John Traxler (University of Wolverhampton, UK):
    • “MALL – Possibilities with the Guerilla MOOC”.
  • Joshua Underwood (London Knowledge Lab, British Council, Spain):
    • “Mobiles, Vocabulary and connecting experiences”.

• 13 SIG member presentations:
  • Pecha-kucha format: 5 minutes each
  • Current research work, projects, collaboration interests and future plans
Your turn...

Introduce yourself briefly, by stating your:

- current research work,
- projects,
- collaboration interests,
- future plans, etc.
Concluding reflections and future directions

Next MALL SIG workshop(s):

• An executive meeting at EuroCALL 2015
• A research and/or academic workshop somewhere else in winter/early spring:
  • Proposals for location, date, etc.?

TISLID extended papers volume [8000-10000 words]:

• Deadline: October 15th, 2014
• E-mail: tislid14selected@gmail.com
• Subject: Call for Papers: TISLID14 Volume of Selected Papers [MALL SIG]

New MALL special issue proposal in a journal with a good (JCR) impact factor?

Joint (European) project proposal(s)?

Any other suggestions?
Thanks!

EUROCALL MALL SIG

Mobile Assisted Language Learning Special Interest Group (MALL SIG)